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It’s good to see the trial of smoked cannabis in neuro-
pathic pain reported by Ware and colleagues1 because
smoking is the most common way in which patients try

this drug. The authors should be congratulated for tackling
the question of whether cannabis helps in neuropathic pain,
particularly given that the regulatory hurdles for their trial
must have been a nightmare. The question is worth investi-
gating because of the ongoing publicity — which patients
see, hear and read — that suggests an analgesic activity of
cannabis in neuropathic pain, and because of the paucity of
robust evidence for such an analgesic effect. If patients are
not achieving a good response with conventional treatment
of their pain, then they may, reasonably, wish to try
cannabis. If medical cannabis is not available where a patient
lives, then obtaining it will take the patient outside of the
law, often for the first time in his or her life. Good evidence
would at least buttress that decision.
This trial adds to the three previous studies of smoked

cannabis in neuropathic pain that I could find using PubMed
and reference lists. Two of these studies were restricted to
neuropathic pain in patients with HIV.2,3 Wilsey and col-
leagues studied patients with peripheral or central neuropathic
pain, whereas Ware and colleagues1 studied people with “neu-
ropathic pain of at least three months duration due to trauma
or surgery, with allodynia or hyperalgesia.”
The crossover trial by Ware and colleagues1 was small,

with only 21 participants completing the trial, and the
authors were unable to recruit the numbers planned. Other
than that limitation, the trial checks off all of the requisite
boxes for appropriate design and execution. The authors
state that their trial of smoked cannabis is noteworthy
because it involved outpatients who took multiple doses,
whereas other studies have been conducted in residential
“laboratories,” with patients taking just one dose at each
time point. The trial did not last long (i.e., three doses were
given on each of five days in each of four treatment arms),
so the authors cannot really say whether any response
would be sustained. Furthermore, the results are presented
as averages. The average daily pain intensity was signifi-
cantly lower, but not hugely so, for patients taking 9.4%
tetrohydrocannabinol relative to those receiving 0% tetro-
hydrocannabinol. This finding, in this patient group, con-
trasts with the poor outcome obtained for use of oral
cannabis relative to dihydrocodeine reported by Frank and
colleagues.5

Details about patients with and without a response to treat-
ment would have been helpful. In particular, do specific pain
mechanisms respond to cannabis and others not? Whether
valid predictors of success exist for treatment with cannabis
would be useful for patients and prescribers to know. This
deficit in the study emphasizes the general point that analysis
of treatment responders is important for getting the most out
of unique sets of data. Adverse events were well studied in
this trial. No clear dose–response relation was evident for the
expected effects of cannabis on the central nervous system.
However, this finding may reflect the fact that 80% of partici-
pants reported having had prior exposure to the drug (albeit
not recent or substantial exposure).
Putting together the four trials of smoked cannabis, the pro-

visional conclusions are that an analgesic effect is evident, that
this effect, though not great, may be of use to some patients,
and that it often carries with it some adverse effects on the
central nervous system (though not obviously so in this trial).
These conclusions make biological sense, given that cannabi-
noids taken orally have shown the same sorts of effects.6 Inter-
estingly, the “moderate” analgesic effect shown here for neu-
ropathic pain seems to hold true for nociceptive pain.7

Few drugs show efficacy for both nociceptive and neuro-
pathic pain. Ketamine is one. Opioids do it too in some forms
of neuropathic pain, but with a substantial shift to the right on
the dose–response curve. Whether cannabinoids can reduce
both nociceptive and neuropathic pain at equivalent doses
(thus avoiding increased adverse effects because higher doses
would not be needed) will be interesting to see. Whether they
show greater efficacy in central than in peripheral neuropathic
pain (given that current treatments work less well for central
pain) will also be interesting to see.

More evidence cannabis can help in neuropathic pain
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Key points

• Current treatments do not help all patients with
neuropathic pain.

• Cannabis can produce moderate analgesia in patients with
neuropathic pain.

• This analgesic effect may be more pronounced in central,
as opposed to peripheral, neuropathic pain.
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In some forms of central neuropathic pain (e.g., pain asso-
ciated with multiple sclerosis), the distinguishing characteris-
tics of that which is truly nociceptive and that which is neuro-
pathic are blurred. Commonly, such patients take
conventional analgesics for their nociceptive pain as well as
unconventional analgesics, antidepressants and antiepileptics
for the neuropathic element of their pain. The two small trials
of smoked cannabis for HIV-related pain are important
because little else works well for this type of pain. On the
basis of these two trials, Attal and colleagues,8 writing for the
European Federation of Neurological Societies, endorsed
cannabinoids for second-line use in the treatment of central
neuropathic pain. This conclusion seems sensible, and is sup-
ported by positive results from other randomized trials (e.g., a
study by Svendsen and colleagues6 involving patients with
multiple sclerosis).
Whether drugs capable of exploiting the differences

between the various cannabinoid receptors can yield greater
analgesia with fewer adverse effects remains to be seen. This
capability would be of substantial benefit in the treatment of
neuropathic pain, particularly that of central origin, because
existing treatments are far from perfect. In the meantime, the
current trial adds to the trickle of evidence that cannabis may
help some of the patients who are struggling at present.
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